9A - 9A4DU (Ante), 9A6DX (Nick) and 9A4NC (Zoran) will be active (SSB and CW) as home call/p from Mljet Island (EU-016) between 16 and 25 January. QSL via home calls either direct or through the bureau. [TNX 9A4DU]

C6 - Don, KN4UG will be active as KN4UG/C6A from Abaco Island (NA-080) until 19 January. QSL via KN4UG either direct (Don Namm, 103 Birkhaven Drive, Cary, NC 27511, USA) or through the bureau. [TNX OPDX Bulletin]

FO_aus - Wulf, DL1AWI and Mat, DL5XU plan to operate respectively as FO0AWI and FO0XUU from Rurutu (OC-050), Austral Islands and Nuku Hiva, Marquesas Islands (OC-027) between 16 January and 5 February. QSL via DL5AWI. [TNX The Daily DX]

KL - Frank, KL7FH/KL1SLE is planning on being on St. Lawrence Island (NA-040) in the next 2-3 weeks. This may only be a one day/night operation. For more information visit http://www.customcpu.com/personal/kl7fh [TNX KL7FH]

VE - Special event station CI6CI will be active (on all bands SSB) on 16 and 17 January to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Peace Country ARC. QSL to Peace Country ARC, 9836-83rd Ave., Grande Prairie, Alberta T8V 3T5 Canada. [TNX DX News Sheet]

VK9_coc- Kazu, JA1CMD will be active (on all bands 10-160 metres, mainly on CW) as VK9CA from Cocos Island (OC-003) between 16 and 20 January. QSL via JA1CMD either direct (Kazu Miyamori, #52604 Hilton Residence II, Jl Gatot Subroto, P.O.Box 4083, KBY Jakarta 12040, Indonesia) or through the JARL bureau. [TNX JA1ELY]

VU - Norbert, DJ9RB is active on 10 metres as VU2RBQ from southern India until 23 January. Look for him at his local sunrise and sunset on 1824.5 KHz. QSL to DJ9RB via the bureau. [TNX DL2GAC/VU2BMS]

VU - Manohar, VU2UR (other calls AT2UR & AT0ITU, e-mail q7x@hotmail.com) will be active with the special call AT0U during the weekends between January and March. QSL via VU2UR (B.L. Manohar, House MIG-6, 80 feet Road, Kingeri Upagara, Bangalore 560060, India). [TNX Vikram bir Singh]
YB – Ronny, YC8TXW and Benny, YC8YZ started their operation from Obi Islands (OC-222) on 10 January, a couple of days earlier than expected. According to Jo, YC0LOW they were expected to be active "for three or four days" on 80, 40, 15 and 10 metres, CW and SSB, low power. QSL via YC8TXW (P.O. Box 166, Tahuna 95800, Indonesia).

ZL9 – ZL9CI expected to hit the 50,000 QSOs mark on 15 January. The main pileups to Europe on 40, 20 and 15 metres CW are still huge, and they are continuing their push on these bands. SSB on 40 and 80 metres remains a low priority at this stage of the DXpedition, probably not until early next week as it now stands. 10, 12, 15 and 17 metres are good to Europe when conditions pick up, and they will be on those bands (CW and SSB) daily between 06.30 UTC and 10.00 UTC until things cool off. RTTY operation has commenced on an almost daily basis on 20 metres at 03.30-05.30 UTC and a big push is expected this coming weekend. As the other bands thin out, and they have more time to dedicate an operator to RTTY, these short hours will increase. QSL via ZL2HU (Ken Holdom, P.O. Box 56099, Tawa, New Zealand). [TNX N1DG]
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5T5CW, P29FV, P29MC ---> Norm, K6ZDL/5 states "no logs received or retained" for 5T5CW, P29FV and P29MC, "stations have been closed for over 10 years". Do not send your cards to him. [TNX K1XN and The Golist]

C6 BUREAU ---> C6AFV is now handling bureau cards distribution for the Bahamas Amateur Radio Society. The new address is P.O. Box F, 43563 Freeport, Bahamas. [TNX C6ANO]

POSTAL RATES (CANADA) ---> Further information [425DXN 401] comes from Garth, VE3HO. As of January 4th the new rates for 20 grams are 95 cents (international air mail) and 55 cents (mail to the USA), but the actual costs are higher due to the government tax on postage stamps. Therefore 95 and 55 cent stamps cost respectively 1.02 VE dollar and 59 cents to purchase. One US green stamp is approximately equal to 1.50 Canadian when exchanged at the bank. One IRC currently is not being redeemed for a 95 cent stamp, the post office is still giving only a 90 cent stamp.

QSL 8P9BX ---> This was Winston Seeney, VE3WFS who operated from Barbados (NA-021) for about three weeks over the Christmas holiday period. He was not permitted to put up antennas from his hotel, so he put everything into a shopping cart and got permission to operate from St. John's Parish cemetery (!). QSL via VE3WFS. [TNX VE3SRE]

QSL DU3NXE ---> Chuck, DU3NXE reports his new QSL manager is W3HNK. [TNX K1XN and The Golist]
QSL EP2MKO ---> Ali, EP2MKO says he knows nothing about F/HH2HM, who is not his QSL manager. The correct manager is still UA6HCW (Igor Kovalyov, P.O.Box 59, Pyatigorsk 357500, Russia). Ali also reports he has never operated on either 80 metres and WARC bands. [TNX RW3AY]

QSL XM7P ---> All the cards for XM7P (May 1998 operation from Trutch Island, NA-181) [425DXN 368] have been sent out, but some of them went out without the QSO data on them. QSL manager VE7ARS (ve7ars@sfu.ve7cc.ampr.org) reports he will re-issue the blank cards and that there is no need for stations to send another card or more postage. [TNX OPDX Bulletin]

QSL YO2LDE ---> Cards can be sent either to the new QSL manager, N1NJ (Tony Naglieri, 22 Sherwin Street, Ware, MA 01082-1020, USA) and to YO2LDE's new address (Daniel M. Vuescu, Zadei F3-1-7, RO-1700, Resita, Romania). Daniel's e-mail address is yo2lde@qsl.net [TNX YO2LDE]

QSL VIA IK2PZG ---> Bruno, IK2PZG reports all direct cards for IOTA and IIA 1998 operations (IL7, IC8, ID8) by IK2PZG, IK2WXW, I8KCI and IK8UHA have been sent out.

QSL VIA IK7JWX ---> For any query about Alfredo's (IK7JWX) past operations from Albania (ZA/IK7JWX) and several Italian islands (IJ/ and IL7/) please get in touch with him at adenisi@webitalia.it

SALENTO ISLANDS AWARD ---> It is sponsored by ARI Lecce and Salento DX Team. A web site has been established and further information can be found at http://www.freeweb.org/hobby/IK7JWY/sia.htm [TNX IK7JWX]

===========================================================================
** CALL **  ** MANAGER **  ** CALL **  ** MANAGER **  ** CALL **  ** MANAGER **
===========================================================================

ZL9CI: The log server had some problems on 11 January and Don, N1DG has put an alternate site up. Try http://www.goldtel.net/lookup.html
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3B8GF  Patrick Randamy, Allee Brillant, Vacoas, Mauritius Islands
4F3FVA Fidel V. Aragones, 405 Narra Street, El Rosario Village, Mabiga, Mabalacat, Pampanga 2010, Philippines
4F9EAQ Eric Jose S. Rudinas, Blk. 31 Lot 30, Xavier Heights, Upper Balulang, 9000 Cagayan de Oro, Philippines
5A1A  Abubaker Alzway, P.O.Box 74421, Tripoli, Libya
5H3GU Gunnar Mathisen, P.O.Box 6643, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
5Z4MR Max Raicha, P.O.Box 1641, Kismumu, Kenya
6W1AE Radio Club du 23e Bataillon d'Infanterie de Marine, B.P.3013, Dakar, Senegal
6Y5WW William Reynolds, 4 Swallowfield Way, Gordon Pen P.A., Spanish Town, St. Catherine, Jamaica
9G1NS Samir Nassar, P.O.Box 13291, Accra, Ghana
BD4DW David Y. J. Zhou, P.O.Box 040-088, Shanghai, China
BD4RE Yee, P.O.Box 10, 38 Guangdong Road, Nanjing 210003, China
C33BO Archie, U.R.A., P.O.Box 1150, Andorra la Vella, Andorra
CT3KN Ricardo Martins, Estr. Monumental, Edificio Varanda Lido 6-C, P-9000, Funchal, Madeira Island, Portugal
CU3DI Pedro Pereira, P.O.Box 140, P-9702 Angra do Heroísmo, Terceira Is., Azores Islands, Portugal
CX3HU Jose, P.O.Box 1, 65100 Young, Rio Negro, Uruguay
DL4YAH Heiko Halfmann, Kolpingstrasse 14, D-45721 Haltern, Germany
DS1DHP Seung Kuk Lee, P.O.Box 12, Sihung, Kyunggi-Do 429-010, Korea
DS5XUA Lee Eun Hee, 206-1 Dodong, Ullungeub, Ullunggun, Kyungbuk 799-800, Korea
DU1ODD Lloyd Peter Taa, P.O.Box SM 121, Manila 1016, Philippines
DU9RG Robin U. Go, 818 Acacia Avenue, Ayala Alabang Village, Muntinlupa City 1780, Philippines
EP2CM Djamshid Mansouri, P.O.Box 16765-3133, Tehran, Iran
EP2HZ Hassan Zohourian, P.O.Box 16765-3133, Tehran, Iran
EP2MH Mahyar Hosseini, P.O.Box 16765-1164, Tehran, Iran
ET3AA Ethiopian Amateur Radio Society, P.O.Box 60258, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
EY8AM Serge, P.O.Box 320, 734025, Dushanbe, Tajikistan
F5LBL Gerard Karpe, 629 Route de Montpellier, F-30800, Saint Gilles, France
F5OIJU Jacky Gargot, 21 Allue Cabernet, F-33140, Cadajuac, France
F5TBA Joel Champeaux, 372 Rue Robert Le Coq, F-80000, Amiens, France
F6DBJ Claude Bonne, Gardres Trois Valles, Monlezun, F-32110 Marcillac, France
F6FNU Antoine Baldeck, P.O.Box 14, F-91291, Arpajon Cedex, France
F6KDF Radio Club de la Gendarmerie, 292 route de Genas, f-69677 Bron Cedex, France
FR5HR Allegre Rene, 56 Rue de Leconte de Lisle, La Plaine Bois De Nefles, F-97411 Saint Paul, Reunion Islands
G3SWH Phil Whitchurch, 21 Dickensons Grove, Congresbury, Bristol, BS49 5HQ, United Kingdom
HA9PP Istvan Szecsi, P.O.Box 81, H-3523, Miskolc 23, Hungary
HB9HFN Cedric Baechler, Mettetlet 26, 1763 Granges-Paccot, Switzerland
HL1DH Rim Dong-Yoon, Ju-Gong Apt. 205-705, Sang-Gye 6 Dong 740, Seoul 139-206, South Korea
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JA0QBY Tatsuo Nishihara, 1458 Kihimiya, Mishimacho Mishima-Gun, Niigata
940-2322, Japan

JA1RJU Kazuo Ogasawara, 13-12, 4 chome Kamirenjaku, Mataka, Tokyo, 181-0012, Japan

JA3CMY Yuki Iwata, 3-13-3 Kaneda-Cho Moriyuchi-City, Osaka 570-0011 Japan

JD1BIA Yo Takubo, Mikazukiso, Aza-Nishimachi, Chichijima, Ogasawara, Tokyo 100-2101, Japan

JD1/7K4QFS Toshiko Ueno, 2-14-16, Nishisugamo, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 170, Japan

JE4CIL Fumio Suzuki, P.O.Box 3 Hamamura Ketaka-Cho, Ketaka-Gun Tottori
689-0331 Japan

JA7KXD Junji Ogawa, 2-3-51 Kimachidori, Sendai, Miyagi 980, Japan

JH8Y2B Hokkaido Contest Club, P.O.Box 48, Tomakomai 053-0000, Japan

JI3DST Takeshi Funaki, 2-18-26 Hannan-Cho Abeno-Ku, Osaka-City Osaka
545-0021 Japan

JY4CH Haitham B.Al-Sahen, P.O.Box 925253, Amman 11 110, Jordan

LA7DFA Per Einar Dahlen, Royskattveien 4, N-7713 Sandvollan, Norway

LU3MAM Osvaldo Daniel Peralta, P.O.Box 232, 5500 Mendoza, Argentina

LX1KC Kieffer Christian, 121, rue Klensch, L-3250 Bettembourg, Luxembourg

LX1JH Jean-Marie Juchemes, 2 Haaptstrooss, L-6869 Wecker, Luxembourg

LX1NO Norbert Oberweis, 5 Cite Oricher-Hoehl, L-8036 Strassen, Luxembourg

LZ/OK1DF Frantisek Pubal, Chech Embassy, blvd Janko Sakazov 9, 1504 Sofia,
Bulgaria

LZ100PV P.O.Box 830, Sofia-1000, Bulgaria
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